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COLIN'S KEYNOTE

1. Effective Leadership Principles: 
Creating an Inspired Culture for Maximum Productivity 

(40-60 minutes) 
 

There are many companies with great people and great strategies. Ultimately the difference
between those that succeed and those that don’t comes down to execution of leadership.
During this interactive, multi-media keynote speech, Colin will share the tools that actors,

film directors and producers use to leverage the power of human connection to inspire the
multiple departments and personalities to work together towards a common vision. Colin

will touch on the importance of curiosity, active listening, and identifying a specific inspiring
future reality to live into. This highly motivating and inspiring keynote will equip your

organization with simple actionable tools that they can apply the very next day to improve
execution and drive better results as individuals and as a team. 

 
 

2. Communication Strategies
 for Empowered and Effective Productivity and Vision Planning 

(40-60 minutes) 
 

For any film or television production to be successful, communication is key on every level. It
starts with a clear and concise vision at the top that everyone is inspired to go the extra mile

in service of. How does a film/television director or producer mobilize and organize the
multiple departments and personalities on a set to work seamlessly together? It all comes
down to clear and honest communication on all levels of a film set. In this insightful and

inspiring Keynote, Colin shares his onset experiences of what it takes to create rapport and
authentic connection in seconds and how the world’s most successful performers achieve

peak performance by creating a culture of honest and open feedback. Coupled with his
experience of overcoming cancer during his stint on a television show as well as living

through the World Trade Center experience, Colin opens up about how having the courage
to be vulnerable can create the most powerful and impactful of connections. At the

conclusion of this multi-media presentation, your team will walk out the door with a clear
understanding of the techniques and power of authentic communication. 
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COLIN'S KEYNOTE

3. Sales Effectiveness: 
How to Overcome Mental Barriers and Getting People To Say “Yes!” 

(40-60 minutes) 
 

In addition to rising to the top of the acting industry, Colin has built a real estate career
based on effective sales, execution and connecting with others. Having completed

professional sales training in both the home improvement and real estate industries,
coupled with his extensive experience as an actor, dissecting the human psyche, including

subconscious decision making and what truly motivates people to take action, Colin will
teach your organization that just like actors, “great salespeople are made... not born.” He
draws comprehensive parallels between what makes a great film actor and what makes

great salespeople. For organizations looking to develop a sales team of rock stars, this
dynamic, interactive session is a must! 

 
 

4. Tools and Strategies for Success: The Keys to Identifying Your Life’s Purpose and How to
Make It a Reality! 
(40-60 minutes) 

 
Becoming a professional actor on the world’s biggest stages was never on the radar for Colin
when he was growing up in a small farm town outside of Chicago. A natural introvert, Colin

struggled and felt torn trying to follow his passion in life instead of blindly doing what he
felt was expected of him. In this inspiring and energetic Keynote, Colin shares the

importance of honoring and pursuing your true passion, what steps to take to make success
inevitable and how to create your own luck in life. This talk is especially geared towards

younger audiences thinking about how to embark on the rest of their lives as well as people
looking for motivation to pursue what truly matters to them. Life can throw many

challenges at us and having overcome cancer twice, and surviving the World Trade Center
experience that left him homeless, Colin reveals the urgency and importance of not wasting

a single second in pursuit of what you truly love and want to create in life. Many different
factors define success and as an artist and entrepreneur, Colin shares how crucial it is to

implement a strong foundation and a plan of action in order to give your dreams the solid
bedrock and framework to flourish! 
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Colin's KEYNOTE focuses on the themes of RESILIENCY, THE POWER OF INSPIRED HUMAN

CONNECTION and OVERCOMING ANY ODDS TO MANIFEST DREAMS AND GOALS. 
 

Colin's keynote parallel's the life lessons he writes about in his empowering book, AGILE
ARTIST, in which he shares his inspiring stories of authentic vulnerability, courage and

humility. This is one keynote your organization will remember for years to come!

CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR EVENT

COLIN'S KEYNOTE

These themes can be customized for your organization and event and like all
successful actors, he understands how crucial the “rehearsal” process is. Colin will

spend considerable time with you by phone or in person learning about your group
and preparing for your event. His goal for every presentation is to “walk your

organization’s walk, talk your organization’s talk" and deliver his powerful message that
resonates with your organization's ethos.

·INTERACTIVE AND ENGAGING CONTENT 
·CUSTOMIZED MESSAGING THAT SUPPORTS YOUR MEETING GOALS AND THEMES

·COMMUNICATION FOR A COMMON VISION IN A REMOTE WORLD
·LEADERSHIP STRATEGIES TO EMPOWER AND MOTIVATE

·ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES AND TEAM WORK
·THE POWER AND FREEDOM OF COMMITMENT 

·CREATING A CULTURE OF UNITY IN A SEA OF DIVERSITY
·INSIGHTS FOR SALES EXCELLENCE

COLIN’S KEYNOTE SPEECH INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
COMPONENTS:
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    Inspiration
         Resilience
        Charisma
       Authenticity
                    Passion
    Freedom
          Empowerment

     Boldness

       Honor
        Commitment                      

INSPIRED                        
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COLIN EGGLESFIELD IS AN AMERICAN ACTOR, AUTHOR, SPEAKER AND CELEBRITY PERSONALITY.
HAVING GROWN UP IN SOUTH SUBURBAN CHICAGO, COLIN BEGAN ACTING AT AN EARLY AGE AT
THE ILLINOIS THEATER CENTER BUT NEVER THOUGHT A CAREER IN THE ARTS OR PURSUING HIS
PASSION FOR PERFORMING WAS A POSSIBILITY. HOWEVER, AFTER GRADUATING FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA WITH A DEGREE IN BIOLOGY, HE FOUND HIMSELF STUDYING THEATRE IN
NYC. 

IT WASN’T TOO LONG BEFORE HE WAS PORTRAYING THE INFAMOUS ERICA KANE’S SON ON THE
LONG-LIVED DAYTIME DRAMA, ALL MY CHILDREN WHICH SOON LED TO ROLES ON SUCH SHOWS
AS MELROSE PLACE, RIZZOLI AND ISLES AND THE CLIENT LIST WITH JENNIFER LOVE HEWITT. HE
HAS ALSO STARRED IN SEVERAL FILMS INCLUDING THE ROMANTIC COMEDY SOMETHING
BORROWED WITH KATE HUDSON, OPEN ROAD WITH ANDY GARCIA, THE SPACE BETWEEN US
WITH GARY OLDMAN AND BACKTRACE WITH SYLVESTER STALLONE.

WITH HIS RECENTLY RELEASED BOOK, AGILE ARTIST: LIFE LESSONS FROM HOLLYWOOD AND
BEYOND, COLIN SHARES INCREDIBLE INSIGHT AND THE STRATEGIES HE HAD TO ADOPT NOT ONLY
TO OVERCOME THE ODDS IN PURSUIT OF HIS ACTING CAREER BUT ALSO TO SURVIVE TWO BOUTS
OF CANCER.

AS ERNEST HEMINGWAY SAID, “WE ARE STRONGEST IN THE PLACES WE’VE BEEN BROKEN.” IT’S THE
DIFFICULT AND SCARY TIMES IN OUR LIVES THAT ARE OUR GREATEST TEACHERS AND ALLOW FOR
THE BIGGEST TRIUMPHS. IT’S THESE CHALLENGING MOMENTS AND THE BREAKTHROUGHS THAT
COLIN EXPERIENCED AS A RESULT THAT WERE THE IMPETUS FOR HIS BOOK AND THE DISCOVERY
OF HIS ABILITY TO TRANSFORM TRAGEDY INTO TRIUMPH.

COLIN’S INSPIRING MESSAGE POWERFULLY TRANSFORMS PEOPLE’S ABILITY TO RE-CONNECT TO
THEIR UNIQUE CHARISMA, TALENT AND PASSION AND IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD AT HELPING
THEM SHARE THEIR MESSAGE. COLIN WORKS WITH POLITICIANS, PRESENTERS, ATHLETES,
PERFORMERS, CEO’S, AND OTHER LEADERS TO BROADCAST TRANSFORMATIONAL
COMMUNICATION THAT RESONATES FROM THE HEART AND CAUSES MASSIVE IMPACT.

HIS NATURAL ABILITY TO HELP PEOPLE TAP INTO THEIR INNATE GIFTS THAT MAKE THEM HUMAN,
RELATABLE AND INSPIRING IS THE REASON COLIN IS A HIGHLY SOUGHT-AFTER IMAGE AND
COMMUNICATION CONSULTANT AND SPEAKER.

WITH THE SUCCESS OF HIS BOOK AND SPEAKING TOUR, COLIN CREATED AN ONLINE MASTER
CLASS CALLED “INSPIRE,” WHICH IS A GAME-CHANGER FOR ANYONE WHO WANTS TO BECOME A
BETTER COMMUNICATOR AND LEADER IN ANY AREA OF LIFE, BOTH PERSONALLY AND
PROFESSIONALLY. COUPLED WITH HIS VIRTUAL ON-CAMERA AND PUBLIC SPEAKING CLASS,
“CAMERA READY!” COLIN SUPPORTS PEOPLE TO BE THE BEST AT WHAT THEY WANT TO BE AND
CREATE THE RESULTS THAT TRULY MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
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"I have seen profound results in people’s lives simply by helping them to reconnect
with their inner artist and showing them how to utilize the same principles that have
enabled me to manifest my dreams and ambitions and deal with adversity from an
empowered and intentional perspective.

What’s funny, however, is that the very things that I love to do- performing in film and
television shows, motivational speaking, and inspiring communities of people to be
their best selves, was something that terrified me when I was younger.

What I've realized, though, is that the most magical and fulfilling experiences in life,
happen on the other side of our fear and limiting beliefs. When we choose to be brave
enough to step out of our comfort zones into the unknown and embrace this as an
opportunity to grow and discover, our lives can be forever impacted by our experiences
of ourselves as someone who is capable of much more than we imagined possible. 

This has been the driving force in my life and has been one of the most influential
motivating factors regarding achieving my dream of being a professional working
actor on the biggest stages. 

As I look back on my accomplishments, one of the most important things I’ve become
present to is that manifesting our goals and dreams isn’t possible without the support,
encouragement, and guidance of the people who champion us in life. 

I’ve had the fortune of training with industry-best acting teachers. I've gained
invaluable life lessons from world-class actors with whom I've shared the stage, and I've
experienced what it takes to be successful from the directors, producers, and other
industry professionals who have given their blood, sweat, and tears to the projects I've
been a part of. 

Through it all, I’ve learned that no matter who we are, where we come from or how
different we may be, when we’re inspired by a common goal, anything is possible with
enough passion, a strategy, and a community of people who want to see you succeed.

This is what I’ve dedicated my life to… sharing what I’ve learned along my journey in
pursuit of my dreams to show what’s possible when you believe in yourself and a vision.
We’re only limited by the limits we place on ourselves, and I'd love to help inspire your
organization to discover what's possible when these limits are overcome!"

FROM THE HEART
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virtual/remote 
format

Wish you could have a traditional meeting experience, but that’s just not in the
cards lately? Fortunately, Colin can also deliver a powerful keynote speech at
your next corporate meeting or event VIRTUALLY.

Planning a virtual meeting presents many new challenges and as a meeting planner,
you are likely feeling that pressure. Booking a remote keynote speaker that will drive
strong attendance and that will keep your team engaged is a critical decision for
meeting planners to ensure meeting success and improve company morale. 

My book, AGILE ARTIST is based on these very challenges, specifically how to
adapt, be agile, and learn how to embrace change quickly and effectively to take
advantage of new opportunities both personally and professionally.

We all have recently experienced challenges on several fronts, and the need to
adapt to changing circumstances has been an absolute necessity. As someone
who has spent the last 20+ years conveying authentic communication in front of
the camera and impacting millions of people watching on screens, I know how
to connect with people regardless of the format. I thrive both on stage and in
front of the camera, and as such, you can feel confident knowing I will deliver
the same inspirational impact. Your audience will have a genuine and
transformational experience, whether that's in person or on any of the various
video streaming platforms. 

I'm happy to chat about your specific needs and how we can create the best
experience for your group or audience.
 
I look forward to hearing from you!
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Whether you’re a corporate meeting planner, a CEO or an Executive
Assistant planning a meeting, who you hire as your Keynote
Speaker is critical to setting the tone for the entire event.  

 
Many meeting planners will incorporate industry speakers,

economists, or even political pundits to share their thoughts at the
annual meeting.  These Keynote speeches are often insightful and

informative but seldom uplifting.  These types of speeches also
rarely offer the audience tools that they can apply to their business

to improve performance.
 

From my perspective, there are two key ingredients that go into a
world-class keynote speech.  A great keynote speech should inspire

and motivate, but also send your people home with actionable
tools that they can apply to their business the very next day to help

them drive better results in all aspects of their life.  

EMPOWER | captivate | lead

Our experience Ensures 

the Success of Your Event

https://tinyurl.com/colinsspeakerreel
SPEAKER REEL
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CONTACT:
INFO@COLINEGGLESFIELD.COM

"FOR AUDIENCES TO BE 
INSPIRED 

BY YOUR COMMUNICATION AND 
MESSAGE, THEY DON'T JUST NEED 

TO HEAR IT, 
THEY NEED TO FEEL IT!"

-COLIN
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